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WEEK THREE 

Activity 1- attempt this in your language book. 

Subject Verb Agreement 

Choose the correct verb.      

 

1. Everyone ___________ (has/have) done their homework. 

2. Some of the beads ____________ (is/are) missing. 

3. The mayor, as well as his brother __________ (is/are) going to prison. 

4. It was the speaker, not his ideas, that ___________ (has/have) provoked the students to 

riot. 

5. They ____________ (have/ has) written to the Minister many times. 

Prepositions 

Provide the correct preposition below. 

1. The old man suffered ____________ a heart attack.  

2. Please write ____________ pencil.  

3. It’s ____________ time you told him the truth.  

4. The manager didn’t take part ____________ the discussion.  

5. He‘s very good ____________ telling jokes  

Activity 2- attempt the following in the varieties section of your language book. 

VARIETIES OF ENGLISH - SAMPLE ONE 

1.    The most likely source of sample one can be  

a. a newspaper report on a rugby match 

b. a sports review magazine 
c. a political speech 

d. a live sports commentary 

                                                                                                      

2. (a). Identify one feature of the above register. 

…….Nicky Little grabs the ball. Passes it is to Serevi.Serevi evades Satala…..er.. takes a 
goose steps passes to Ryder races to the lime. Yes Ryder will score ………Tana Umaga 
from New Zealand is going catch him. Brilliant running………..Graceful……… .strong 
leg………..touches down. Now it is left to Serevi to add uh the two points. 
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   (b). Give a reason for the feature that you have mentioned in (a).                                                                     

3. Quote an adjective from the sample.                                                                                             

 
4. Which register does the above sample belong to? 

 
Activity 3- SAMPLE TWO 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1). Quote a sentence in the imperative form. 
 

2). What is the tone and how is it achieved?  

 

3). Identify two examples of jargons in the above sample? 
 

4). Comment on the layout of the above sample and its effect. 

           

THEME: “IMPORTANCE OF PROTOCOLS” 

Write a diary entry (or any other style) based on your experiences in this lockdown period or 

if you were a part of the containment zone.  State all the relevant details highlighting the 

necessary precautions taken and lessons learnt. 

 

 

END 

 

GENERAL INFORMATION 

1). Do not open this booklet until you are told to do so. 

2). Calculators are not permitted. 

3). Diagrams present in the script are not drawn to scale. 

      They are only intended to be used as aids. 

4). Read the instructions on the answer sheet carefully. 


